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Dear Friend, If you have been marketing online for a while, you should know how important it is to have

unique content on your website to bring traffic from the search engines. The mighty Google has been

implementing its duplicate filter for a few years now and consequently resulted in a severe drop in traffic

and sales for many online marketers who were used to publish duplicate articles on their websites. If you

are one of them, you have surely opted for the 2 solutions below to bring back your business on the track:

(1) Do it yourself. Spend hours writing your own original content. (2) Outsource it. Invest huge amounts of

money in hiring ghostwriters at $7 - $25 per article. No doubt... These 2 strategies works very well if you
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want to get back your rankings in Google but there are also many cons associated to them: Huge upfront

costs if you opt for ghostwriters and your return on investment may be very long. Wasting hundreds of

hours to write your own content while you could use this time to focus on more important aspects of your

business to get more money. But here's the good news... Introducing Article Buzz... Article Buzz is a

simple desktop application that will help you spin and create unique content based on some seed articles

on the fly. Built-in database of thousands of synonyms, this article rewriting software will save you ton of

time and effort as well as thousands of dollars in ghostwriter fees. What Article Buzz can do? Allows you

to enter "seed articles" to gather information to build up a completely new and unique articles. Swap

multiple paragraphs within multiple articles and create a completely customized version ready for article

distribution. Input your own paragraphs and sentences that will be automatically added to articles at the

top, middle and bottom of the content. Easily substitute thousands of synonyms to bypass google's

duplicate filter and still keep your main content. Select the number of paragraphs and sentences for each

articles so that you have complete control on the output. Saves you a ton of time and effort and spare you

from worrying over every single article you have to write ever! Grab your copy now! YOurs Gordon
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